Long Jump Record Holder Takes Steps To Improve His Health
(NAPSA)—Managing diabetes
can be an easier task with the
right help. It’s an important lesson for the 23.6 million people in
the United States who have diabetes and one that Olympic gold
medalist Bob Beamon had to
learn the hard way.
There’s a good reason why an
extraordinary feat in track and
field is often called “Beamonesque.”
It is said that Beamon made the
greatest leap in sports history at
the 1968 Summer Games in Mexico
City. Nearly 40 years after he set
the long jump record, no one has
been able to beat Beamon’s 29-foot
2½-inch leap in any Olympic competition since.
Today, Beamon puts his best
foot forward when managing his
chronic conditions,
including diabetes
and hypertension
(high blood pressure). He works with
his doctor and a specialist pharmacist.
Beamon relies on
diabetes pharmaPharmacist cists, like Beverly
Caskey, as an educaCaskey
tional resource and
to help him manage his medications. Caskey has advanced
knowledge about diabetes and
related conditions and the medications used to treat them.
“Diabetes is a complex disease,
and people like Bob are often
overwhelmed when it comes to
managing their health and this
condition,” said Caskey. “I help my
patients by providing information,
encouragement and counsel about
their medications and treatment.
I also review their prescriptions
when a safety issue arises and
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attributes his good health to working with his specialist pharmacist.
alert my patients or their physicians about drug interactions, possible side effects, overly high
doses or duplicate medications.”
Through Medco Health Solutions, Inc. Beamon and millions of
other Americans now have access
to specialist pharmacists who concentrate in chronic conditions, like
diabetes and hypertension.
“Diabetes runs in my family,”
said Beamon. “Yet I was shocked
when I was diagnosed. I couldn’t
believe that someone as active as
me could have diabetes.”
Beamon took steps to improve
his health through diet and exercise, and he began testing his
blood sugar three times a day. In
addition, he began to take medi c at io n t o c ontrol high blo od
pressure.
“Diabetes, high blood pressure
and high cholesterol are often
interrelated,” said Caskey.
“Patients with diabetes are at
higher risk for heart attacks and

stroke, so it is important that they
also have their blood pressure and
cholesterol under control.”
When a healthy lifestyle wasn’t
enough, Beamon was prescribed
medication to control his diabetes,
too. However, the amount of medication he took soon caused problems of its own.
“Throughout my experience
with diabetes and high blood pressure, I’ve had to take many types
of medications,” said Beamon. “In
fact at one point, before I started
working with Medco specialist
pharmacists, I was on more than
10 different medications, which
made me sick.”
After three medication-related
hospitalizations, Beamon decided
to take control of his health. Now
working with diabetes pharmacists and his physician, Beamon is
taking just two medications to
control his conditions.
Specialist pharmacists are
trained in specific chronic conditions and have expertise in the
medications used to treat them.
They perform safety checks to
help ensure that medications will
not interact with one another or
worsen an existing medical condition. They review medications for
high doses or duplications and
intervene to help lower the risk of
side effects. They review medication records to ensure that members are taking their medicine as
prescribed by their doctor, and
they look for other opportunities
that can help improve patient outcomes. Specialist pharmacists
may even be able to offer some
lower cost options available under
one’s prescription program.
For more information, go to
www.medcospecialists.com.

Gifts That Help Others—Make A Difference
(NAPSA)—This holiday season, Americans are elevating
their gift giving by giving the gift
of charity.
Charitable gift cards are ex pected to be one of the hottest gift
cards this season. In fact, last
year, Forrester Research reported
that more than half of those surveyed preferred gift cards to any
other gift.
CharityChoice Gift Cards is
one of the organizations offering
these 100 percent tax-deductible
gifts, especially desirable during
this fiscally tight holiday season.
Here’s how CharityChoice Gift
Cards work:
Purchases are made online
and choices range from e-cards,
gift certificates or physical gift
cards and offer holiday-themed
versions. The recipients can then
donate the value of the card to
the charity of their choice.
CharityChoice Gift Cards
offers more than 100 nationally
recognized nonprofits for the gift
recipient to choose from. This
allows the recipients to be more
personally involved with the
donation made on their behalf.
The Web site is easy to navigate, with the charities divided
into categories including animals,
children, cultural and educational,
disabilities, disaster relief, elderly,
environment, health, poverty and
international.
CharityChoice Gift Cards never expire or lose monetary value.
They have a low administrative
fee of 10 percent and $0.50 per
card, which also helps benefit
special-needs children through
Special Kids Fund, the parent

Charitable gift cards can help
make a difference in the lives of
others. Holiday cards are also
available.
organization of CharityChoice
Gift Cards.
CharityChoice Gift Cards are
perfect for anyone:
• Eco-conscious: gifts can be
purchased online and received via
e-cards, leaving no carbon footprint. There are also many environmental charities to choose from to
designate the value of the gift card.
• Budget-minded: gifts can be
purchased for as little as $5 and
are 100 percent tax deductible for
the purchaser.
• Procrastinators: e-cards can
be purchased online and sent to
the recipient at a moment’s notice.
• Do-gooders: both the giver
and the receiver can feel good
that this gift will go toward the
worthy cause that is selected.
Charity gifts are also perfect
as holiday business gifts.
CharityChoice’s customization
suite enables branding, from custom card design to unique
redemption pages that clients
visit when redeeming their corporate gift.
For more information or to
purchase a card, visit www.
ccgiftcards.org.

(NAPSA)—With three times
more omega-3s, 25 percent more
lutein and increased levels of
choline and iodine compared to
ordinary eggs, Eggland’s Best
eggs provide antioxidants that
potentially reduce the risk of
d ise ase and bo o st immunity
when part of a nutritious diet.
F o r mo re info rmati on and
recipes, visit www.eggland.com.

4-D Experience Makes A Splash
(NAPSA)—Increasingly, families are looking to get more of an
edge from their vacation experience. They’re hunting down hotels
that deliver adventure—places
that offer adrenaline-pumping
entertainment in addition to good
food and a comfortable bed.
Guests at one popular Orlando
destination can enjoy a fun 4-D
Experience that lets them interact
with favorite animated characters
in a thrilling new environment.
In partnership with SimExIwerks Entertainment, the 4-D
Experience at the Nickelodeon
Family Suites offers guests a
chance to experience wind, water,
bubbles, scents and much more
while journeying along with the
likes of SpongeBob SquarePants
and other entertaining characters,
all in the comfort of a state-of-theart theater.
In fact, it is the only resort in
the Orlando area to offer this type
of attraction, as well as a variety
of shows for all ages, making it
more of an entertainment destination than the traditional hotel
experience.
“We know this magical attraction will keep families entertained
and laughing for years to come,”
explains Jim Olson, vice president
of operations.
Appealing to all ages, the entire
family will delight in swimming
along with SpongeBob as he
searches for a runaway pickle in
his desperate quest to make the
perfect Krabby Patty. For more
adventurous spirits, an extreme log
ride is just the ticket, followed by a
trek through a 4-D Funhouse with
surprises around every corner.
Guests will watch in awe as the
animal kingdom in Animal Adventure comes to life. Even the tweens
will enjoy nightly shows that
include a 4-D Dinosaur spectacular

***
Luck? I don’t know anything
about luck. I’ve never banked
on it and I’m afraid of people
who do. Luck to me is something
else: Hard work-and realizing
what is opprtunity and what
isn’t.
—Lucille Ball
***

***
Men have made an idol of luck
as an excuse for their own
thoughtlessness.
—Democritus
***

***
Work and acquire, and thou hast
chained the wheel of Chance.
—Ralph Waldo Emerson
***

***
You can create a great cake
with LouAna vegetable oil. Visit
www.louana.com for the recipe.
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***
A little government and a little
luck are necessary in life; but
only a fool trusts either of them.
—P.J. O’Rourke
***

***
The golden opportunity you are
seeking is in yourself. It is not
in your environment; it is not
in luck or chance, or the help
of others; it is in yourself alone.
—Orison Swett Marden
***

Experiencing 4-D in Nick Style: A
cutting-edge new attraction to
the Orlando-based hotel destination offers variety for all ages.
or a trip to the Deep Sea.
No Nickelodeon experience
would be complete without slime
and the new theater delivers.
Guests experience a virtual sliming at the beginning of each main
film. From zany adventures to
awe-inspiring characters and
effects, the 4-D Experience will
take its place among the leading
attractions in Orlando.
Nowhere else can families find
larger-than-life Nicktoon characters along with two gigantic pool
complexes and interactive shows
that make a family vacation a oneof-a-kind experience. At the Lagoon
Pool, families slide down for “DiveIn” movies, get soaked daily by a
400-gallon dump of slime or enjoy
poolside games and crafts. Live
entertainment takes the stage at
Studio Nick and a Character
Breakfast starts the day with
favorite characters at Nicktoons
Cafe. Located just minutes from
Orlando’s theme parks and attractions, the Nickelodeon Family
Suites is where families come to
stay and play.
For more information on the
Nickelodeon Family Suites, visit
www.nickhotel.com or call (877)
829-NICK.

Make Extra Cash Now:
Five Easy Steps To Selling
Your Vehicle Online
(NAPSA)—Everybody is looking to make some extra money in
today’s down economy. With rising
fuel costs, many families are looking to downgrade to smaller, fuelefficient vehicles or even motorcycles, which are now in high
demand online. This could be an
opportunity to get more out of
selling your vehicle.
The Internet makes selling a
car more efficient and profitable.
There are many third-party Web
sites, such as eBay Motors, that
allow you to list your car for free
with as many photos and descriptive words as you wish, exposing
your vehicle to more than 12 million people a month.
Here are some tips for selling a
used vehicle online:
•Research first to see what
the same vehicle is worth and
what others have sold for online.
•Price the vehicle competitively to encourage offers and
bidding. Starting out too high can
deter buyers.
•Provide clear photos of the
interior and exterior, including
any defects.
•List every detail, including
mileage, past owners and history.
•Use third-party sites such as
eBay Motors at www.ebaymotors.
com, where you can list a vehicle for
free.

